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(Continued from hage 592.) amount of theory will dislodge. A few sentences chosen at random will illustrate both the author's practicalness and his vivid phraseology:
'Beware of reaching the dominant in the bass too soon. There are cases, especially when the tonality has been really disturbed by modulation, where a good dose of chords on the dominant is required artistically to redress the balance ; but in fairly diatonic cases the cadence can often be shifted "a little to the right" with advantage.' . . . 'If, as often happens, the opening of the melody is repeated in the cadence, make a point of reharmonizing it.' . . . ' On reading a melody the first thing to do is, as we have pointed out, to form an idea of one's beginning and end. The next is to settle in one's mind what the modulations are to be. The commonest mistake if to assume that accidentals in the melody can be trusted to show the way. Not only do they mislead one very frequently in suggesting a modulation where none is required, but also the most necessary modulations frequently occur whilst the melody remains diatonic.' . . . 'Tied notes which fall to the next note are of frequent occurrence. In such cases the last beat of the tied note almost invariably requires to be harmonized by a chord which forces it to fall. The original note is not lengthened merely to give it a longer sound, but because it is the point in the time where the composer feels a discord is an artistic necessity.' . .. 'It is not a bad thing occasionally to let the melody alone for two or three notes ; and this is often a happy and musical device after a climax.' Dr. Buck makes the interesting suggestion that the habit of writing for string or vocal quartet, or some nondescript fourfold formation, should be varied by the treatment of less obvious instruments:
'If the humanity of examiners were only gauged a little more accurately, other instruments would be tried. Even the piano or organ, if a real sense of the technique of the instruments were shown, would be welcome; whereas a candidate who would set a melody for four horns, for two trumpets and three trombones, for oboe, two clarinets, and bassoon (provided only that the melody showed itself suitable to the genius of the combination chosen) would, even if he failed, have given his examiners a notable and pleasurable day.'
The over-confident enthusiasm of youth receives an occasional damper :
'A final warning must be given as to the true meaning of the word modern. There is an unpardonable tendency amongst young students to imagine that they bring music up to date by cramming in all the accidentals possible. It is scarcely untrue to say that the reverse is the case. There is more really "modern" writing in the first eight bars of the voice parts of " Blest pair of Sirens" than in a volume of Spohr's works. ' Professor Buck refers elsewhere, in terms of high admiration, to Sir Hubert Parry's composition, now a choral classic.
In dealing with the higher problems such as adding parts to a given inner part, and constructing variations on a ground bass, precept is somewhat baffled by the variety and complexity of the subject, and becomes of necessity less exhaustive. Every individual case will bring its individual point of difficulty. Professor Buck nevertheless extracts from his experience many hints of general application and extreme usefulness. He is forced, however, into a greater reliance upon their exemplification, and his illustrations, in these later sections, are particularly well-devised and pregnant with instructiveness.
We have said enough to show that Professor Buck's book will be extremely serviceable to the student open to learn.
Six vocal duets. For medium voices, with pianoforte accompaniment. By Joseph L. Roeckel.
[The Vincent Music Co.] The voice of modern criticism may say of these duets that they are based upon the conventionalities of a generation ago. The accusation is true, but its weight depends upon the manner of using the conventionalities, which in the present instance is beyond all question artistically excellent. Mr. Roeckel has no mean gift of melody, and his accompaniments, although tending towards formula, are designed with care and well-rounded off. Neither the words (by Florence Hoare, J. Yeld, James Strang, and Hugh Conway) nor the music make any considerable demands upon one's intellectual insight, and in many ways the duets are ideal for home consumption. Their names are 'June-tide,' 'Merry daffodils,' 'After a storm,' 'Blue Iris,' 'On a moonlit lake,' and 'A little comedy.' 0 Mhat men wozuld praise the Lord. Anthem for harvest or general thanksgiving. Composed by Hugh Blair.
[ Novello & Co., Ltd.] Dr. Blair has succeeded in providing, for choirs of moderate attainments, an anthem combining interest with simplicity of detail and general design. The choral and solo portions are vocal, and the organ part, while demanding some skill, cannot be called difficult. The music is well written, with just sufficient ornament, and we have no doubt it will be widely used. ] The problem of writing simply and naturally without commonplace presented no difficulty to Adolf Jensen in the composition of his part-songs. Many of the musical ideas expressed in this group of pieces are essentially original, although they required no bizarre methods of expression. Choral societies in search of music that shall be intelligible to the most elementary judgment and attractive to the most critical could not do better than turn their attention to such examples as 'Come out across the heather' and 'When the tendrils deck the vine.' These two stand but slightly higher than their fellows in the merit and variety of their rhythms and vocal writing. In no case is there any serious difficulty in execution, or on the other hand any monotony arising from simplicity. [Novello & Co., Ltd.] Dr. Lloyd's two pieces display those characteristics which we always associate with his work, and the charm of material and absolute finish of his workmanship are here greatly in evidence. While the Elegy offers little real difficulty, great neatness will be found necessary. Particularly is this so in the Minuetto, which would form an excellent study in smooth thirds and sixths. Both pieces should be found in the repertoire of every organist to whom refinement appeals.
Mr. Hollins contributes, in his Theme and Variations, an important number to modern organ music, and we think he has been even more than usually successful. The Theme itself is charming, and the Variations generally well contrasted, and (a point we insist on as important) of sufficient diversity of texture to prevent the theme from standing out each time in a bald and monotonous manner. The first and third Variations are admirable examples of what this form of composition should be. The Fugue is bright and effective, and includes an excellent pedal-point and a brilliant peroration. The piece is assured of a wide acceptance.
Merkel's Variations (edited by John E. West) contain many points of interest, while they present some difficulty. This latter should not, however, debar the earnest student from becoming intimate with the excellent material of which the work is full. The variation form has prevented Merkel from employing the dreary sequences for which we think he so often showed an especial weakness. It should be added that the Variations are preceded by an introduction.
